Research Summaries are one page synopses of a trial, made available in IMPACT to providers at the point of care to ensure adequate background knowledge is available for medical decision-making and includes items such as study agent mechanism of action, side effects and study contacts.

View a sample research summary for a PI here.

Dimensions: An Innovative Way to Discover & Analyze Global Research Activity: Searching across publications provides a narrow view of the research ecosystem in any given field and misses much of the related activity that takes place before and after. With Dimensions you can search, report and analyze across grants, publications, datasets, clinical trials, patents and policy simultaneously, enabling you to build a richer picture of the global scholarly landscape by tracing research from idea to impact.

Check out these helpful tools for navigating Dimensions:
Dimensions Web Page | Dimensions Basic Information | Dimensions Login Instructions | Dimensions Login Page

Thank you for reading,

UAB Clinical Trials Administration Committee